
CHAMPIONING THE CAUSE 
OF OUR CLIENTS TO DELIVER 
IDEAS WITH IMPACT. 

Operator Notes:  This is for during introduction of panel 

Talk Track: 
Tell Who IWI Is:  A Brand Communication and Event Marketing agency that uses the platform of live events to help brands communicate with their audiences.  This can 
take the shape of a VIP event where we take a small group into a vineyard and re-create an “Outstanding in the Fields” type experience to the Adobe Worldwide Sales 
Conference where 3500 people from around the world gather for an AV extravaganza.

At the root of our methodology in consulting with clients is championing their cause by developing the right creative ideation to produce their desired results.  I’m 
personally a big proponent of not just “jazz hands” but “purposeful jazz hands” :)



 “Asked whether they now consider their company 
 to be a technology company, 67% of the CEOs said 
 yes. Whether they pump liquids, make machines, 
 mine minerals, or print magazines, digitization has 
 become their destiny.” 

Operator Notes:  Slides 2-6 support this question 
Q1:  “Is a high tech event the right fit for clients who are in more traditional businesses such as finance, entertainment, or pharma/biotech for example?” 

Talk Track: 
Here’s an excerpt from a Fortune magazine article from June 2016.
Every company is a technology company now.  Period.  And, if you’re not, you won’t be around much longer.



Talk Track: 
An article from WSJ demonstrating this point:  P&G and Carnival Cruise Lines attended CES last week b/c these traditional brands are integrating technology into their 
o"erings.



Talk Track: 
Procter & Gamble Co.’s air-freshener brand Febreeze set up a booth on the show floor this week to display its high-tech spritzer, which began shipping last year and 
connects with Alphabet Inc.’s Nest home-automation system to modulate scent release.



Talk Track: 
Cruise line operator Carnival Corp., whose chief executive delivered a keynote at the expo Thursday, this week unveiled a blue, coin-size wearable device that travelers 
can put on a bracelet, necklace or in a pocket. It is equipped with sensors so that people can locate family members onboard and pass security checks for getting on 
and o" the ship faster, for example.



Number of 
companies still 

on Fortune 500
since 1955

61
Companies

Original life 
expectancy of 
company on 
Fortune 500

75
Years

Creative Destruction
Incessant product and process 

innovation; new products replace old

15

Talk Track: 
Rapid pace of invention and innovation is allowing for Company Extinction and creates a bit of a “panic” around a mandate to incorporate technology into events.  



TECHNOLOGY DEFINED: the application 
of  scientific knowledge for practical 
purposes, especially in industry.

Operator Notes:  Slides 7-13 support this question
Q2:  As a consultant to companies who are hosting special events and conferences how do you decide when to introduce new technology into an event so that 
the investment is worthwhile for the client?   What are the best questions to ask? What do you say to a client who wants it all? 

Talk Track: 
So, if all of our clients that we serve in any industry are becoming technology companies, it then follows that that should demand that we as event professionals cleverly 
integrate technology into our special events, conference productions, event activations, etc. And, this is where I think it gets tricky and people lose focus on the Practical 
Purpose and just get really excited about the jazz hands.

I want to o"er a QR code on their email registration so that they can scan that at Reg to get their RFIP name badge and my debit card for the week (smart bracelet).  
Then check the app for their custom scheduler that they filled out in advance to know which session they go to and as they walk in the door they get CE credits.  After a 
session they now hit the Welcome Reception where they find that other people’s name badges light up when they make a connection with a person with similar interests 
(also from PCW). Just walked by an interactive station where I get to input my choice for the walk-in music during the next day’s General Session (crowdsourcing).  In the 
General Session they have a giant canvas with a big multi-dimensional canvas with projection mapping of moving pieces that reveal the CEO…oh, is that the CEO?  He 
looks flat.  Oh, it’s actually a hologram of him.  Cool.  Now he’s engaging in a conversation with X (person who is no longer with us who is now starting to sing/dance, my 
smart band just lit up, now it’s with the beat of the music.  Super cool.  Now some large object looks like its flying out of the screen…it’s a blimp kind of, as it goes by I 
hear the rumble and my seat is shaking and I feel a gust of wind through my hair.  Am I at Disney World or the best event EVER?  Or, am I overwhelmed and did I have to 
do Way too much work for this experience? 



 TOSS THE TECHNOLOGY
 ASIDE AND START WITH 
 THE HUMAN 

Talk Track: 
Put on my psychology hat and say to start at the human level first and ask:
1. Toss the Technology Aside and Start with the Human 

1. What is the emotional purpose?  What do we want people to feel?
1. Feelings drive behaviors
2. There is a desired behavior for every engagement 



 WHAT’S !
 THE REWARD? 

Talk Track: 
1. What’s the Reward?  What does technology allow the attendees to experience?

1. Virtual reality is a great example - transported to a new space place and have an emotional experience
2. Apps - more practical; convenience, e$ciency, green solution
3. Photo Booths - have fun, create a memory and evangelize the message via SM

1. And, on the back end your client (brand should be getting a reward as well in data collection, brand evangelization, etc.
4. Bottom line:  there’s a reward in there and a benefit to the attendee for engagement



 RELEVANT & APPROACHABLE?

Talk Track: 
At this stage, you’ve come up with an idea that started with the human, not the technology, you’ve got a desired emotional response and you've matched ideation with 
that desired response and there’s a win/win reward.

Now, ask yourself a final question - is it relevant to the brand and the attendee and is it approachable?
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SURPRISE & DELIGHT?

What are some interesting staging facts about this video???



 REACH? 

Talk Track: 
Last question we ask is about reach.  Reach has several components:

1.  We know what’s happening in any country in seconds. We share the joys and pains of communities everywhere and PEOPLE LOVE TO SHARE..MAYBE EVEN 
OVERSHARE WHEN THEY ARE HAVING A GREAT EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE.  Social Media is born!!
Anytime you can create opportunities that inspire people to share their experience you’ve just extended the reach of your message/brand and increased the return on 
investment.
2.  Multi-screen:  broadcast, packaging content on demand, allowing people to be voyeurs of an event, etc.  The tolerance for low budget production in viral communities 
makes this so much more accessible.
3.  Connected world means we all live in a fishbowl.  Make sure you’re swimming in your best bikini and putting best foot forward.  The evolution of socially responsible 
companies and consumer preference for companies with a strong backing of communities, etc allows an opportunity to integrate social awareness into events…i.e. 
Dreamforce canned food drive.



 DON’T BE AFRAID 
 TO GO OLD SCHOOL 

Operator Notes:  Slides 14-16 support this question 
Q3:  “Is there a time when a high tech event isn’t the best solution for the client?” 

Talk Track: 
Now I want to totally contradict myself and say that sometimes there is no place for technology and giving people a mix of old school low-tech/no-tech is a great idea.



 SILENCE IS A LUXURY

Talk Track: 
And, my second contradiction is that sometimes silence is the answer.  This is likely more important in the conference world than at an event, but still can be a source of 
inspiration.  We are engaged in such a multi-sensory, multi-tasking world that we are firing neurons like crazy all the time and we need moments of emptiness/silence or 
at least some space between being barraged with stimulation.  



 INTEGRATE WITHIN THE BODY 

Talk Track: 
And, finally, our bodies need to move to assimilate and integrate information and be refreshed.  Suggest active brain breaks that move the body.



CASE STUDY: ADOBE

BRAND COMMUNICATIONS 
THAT ACTIVATE INTERNAL 
AND EXTERNAL AUDIENCES.

Based on previous conversations we understand that you are seeking more innovation and creativity with the Visa brand.  We’ve chosen to show you how we work with Adobe as they embody a blend of creativity and innovation as a brand. And, we have to continue to out create and out innovate ourselves each year.



“The best part about working with the team at Ideas with Impact is that they’ve 
consistently championed what’s best for Adobe. They are very collaborative and 
do not hesitate to share concerns that could have a negative impact on our 
program. And, they are always respectful of our budget with no surprises at the 
end. Ideas with Impact is my GO TO TEAM!”

LISA BEVERLY
SENIOR EVENT MANAGER ADOBE
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CASE STUDY: ADOBE 

In our client’s words…



CASE STUDY: ADOBE 

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS 
THAT DELIVER VALUE.
IWI has helped Adobe leverage their brand across event programs 
communicating to their core audiences of press, analysts, partners, 
sales, and users.
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In addition to the longevity, etc. We actually helped Adobe to build their relationships with all of these different audiences.



CASE STUDY: ADOBE

COLLABORATING TO CREATE 
BETTER OUTCOMES.
Targeted programs for a variety of internal and external audiences.

12+ years 
25 internal and external events
72,000 attendees
Hundreds of Thousands virtually
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Here’s what partnership means to us
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Actual discussion questions or statements will be created on a case-by-case basis. Consider quoting client to show you have actually listened (researched) and heard them. The client should feel that this presentation is as much about them as it is IWI.
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Full frame video - No text on slide. This is the final page of the Adobe case study. 
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LED POI wands were twirled by greeters to display the event tagline


